RESIST ENDLESS WAR
IRAQ, AFGHANISTAN, PAKISTAN, SYRIA, YEMEN, LIBYA

PENTAGON’S GRIM BOX SCORE
15 years since 9/11/2001 (now longest war in U.S. history)

10,000 U.S. military killed
1,300,000+ Middle East civilians killed
50,000 U.S. military wounded
millions of civilians wounded
tens of millions displaced by war
$5 trillion U.S. tax dollars spent

Despite U.S. government pronouncements, the war in these countries is not over. Considering that some U.S. military have the courage to refuse to deploy or fight, we can at least...

• pressure Congress to shift all funding from war into repairing war-torn countries
• refuse to vote for candidates unwilling to cut war funding
• demonstrate against Wall Street war profiteers
• openly refuse to pay taxes that support war

Sponsoring organizations: NYC War Resisters League, World Can’t Wait, Granny Peace Brigade, Brooklyn for Peace, NYC Metro Raging Grannies, United National Antwwar Coalition, Catholic Worker, Kairos Community, Peace Action/New York State, Pax Christi/NY Metro, Vets for Peace, International Action Center, People’s Climate Movement, MADRE, Peace Action/Manhattan, Long Island Alliance for Peaceful Alternatives. We Will Not Be Silent, North Manhattan Neighbors for Peace and Justice, Washington Heights Women in Black, Washington Heights Counter Recruitment, Iraq Vets Against the War, Green Party of Brooklyn, Iraq Veterans Against the War

NYC War Resisters League
www.nycwarresisters.org
nycWRL@att.net
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